Amy Diederich, MBA, currently President of Braithwaite Innovation Group, has served as lead consultant for clients such as Adelphia, S&P Data, and Vonage. Prior to joining Braithwaite she served in many different corporate OD roles including: Director of L&D, Continental Cablevision; Director and H.R., Media One; Director of OD & OE, AT&T Broadband; and Director of L&D and OD, Comcast. The daughter of a prolific inventor, Amy describes herself first and foremost as an entrepreneur and inventor, helping others to see the world through an inventor’s eye.

Argerie Vasilakes, M.Ed., M.S.P.O.D., brings to business her study and practice of individual and organizational mental models. She has more than 15 years of leadership development and work building the conditions which enable business innovation, change, and civility. Her experience inside large and medium-sized organizations informs her design work for corporate culture and organizational growth. Her results follow from a creative use of paradox, notably her approaches to both local and global thinking as well as near-term and short-term planning.

Celina Ryan, MSOD, is passionate and energetic about OD. She currently works as an internal OD specialist and HR trainer at American University. She is looking to live out her life advancing innovation in the fields of OD and Leadership. As she works at the intersection of OD and Education, her firm belief is that leadership can be developed at a young age. She is utilizing 10+ years professional experience working with students and staff in non-profits and in the field of higher education.

Dan Coleman, MA, founder of Excelsior Learning, has over 20 years of hands-on experience in sales, sales management, and training. Dan led national account teams at AT&T and American Greetings, served as Director of Sales Training for American Greetings, and trained Fortune 500 clients for Andersen Consulting. The creative ways Dan engages an audience and the passionate way he delivers a message motivate participants to learn new ways to solve problems and pursue opportunities. Dan
brings good energy, practical tools, and leading-edge experiential learning to deliver education that inspires.

**David Lutes** has 20+ year professional history developing and leading training, strategic HR, OD/OE, L&D projects and programs nationally and internationally in the public, non-profit and private sectors - large and small corporates and multi-national companies. Specialize in helping companies and organizations invest in their most valuable asset, their people. Development of best-practice TM, OD, HR in transition economies and developing countries - including former Soviet Union, Africa and Middle East. Have conducted complex change management, leadership and management development programs in 24 countries.

**Diane Lujan, MBA,** is the Senior Manager of Global Training, the strategic learning and development branch of Talent Management within Western Union. She started with Western Union in 2000 as part of the International Accounting Department and over the course of 10 years has held responsible positions in the Accounting, Operations, and Human Resources organizations. Diane holds a MBA from Regis Jesuit University, where she graduated with honors. She is responsible for the strategic alignment, design and rollout of leadership and employee development programs to a 9000+ global employee base.

**Erika Garms, MA, PhD,** spent her early career in public education as a teacher, administrator, and program manager. In the private sector, she has held internal and external learning and organization development consulting roles. She now owns and consults for Garms Group, Inc., designs leadership development programs for a global consulting firm, and teaches management development courses at area colleges. Erika earned her BA and MA from University of CO, a PhD from University of MN, and a NeuroLeadership certificate from NeuroLeadership Institute. She lives in MN with her husband and three daughters.

**Erin McAuley, MBA,** is a passionate, up-and-coming practitioner and thought leader in change. Unlike most, her love affair with change started at 18 years old while pursuing her undergraduate degree in Organizational Leadership from Chapman University. Now with 15 years experience in the field, an MBA in Strategic Consulting, and enterprise-wide success at a dynamic Fortune 100 company, she is ready to unleash innovative practices and her energy for change across the broader OD community.

**Jodi LaMothe, MS,** has a master of science degree in general psychology, industrial-organizational psychology (I-O psychology) and completing residency studies for a PhD in I-O psychology. Jodi is an active member of SIOP, APA and Mensa. Jodi has worked with Fortune 500 companies and State
funded organizations to promote organizational enhancement in a spectrum of areas from customer service to sales. She has a strong foundation and background in social work as the founder of a business coaching and research agency and as a counselor for children and adults with developmental disabilities.

**Kelly La Venture, EdD**, is an educator and OD practitioner, specializing in HPT's, organizational effectiveness, and fostering double-loop learning. She has been teaching at colleges since 2006 and is Assistant Professor of Management at Northland College. La Venture is a lifelong learner, having earned her Masters Degree in Training and Development and a Doctorate in Organization Development. La Venture is certified in DISC and uses an AI approach to 360 assessments. La Venture's interests include; Energetics, SEAM, and the people process culture (PPC) approach to organizational effectiveness.

**Margaret Smith Harriff**, MA, is a Senior Manager-Change Leadership, at ACME Business Consulting and has more than 15 years of experience in both consulting and industry roles. Her strengths and expertise include leading transformational change projects, assessing all aspects of the people side of an organization and making recommendations to improve organization performance.

She has led change associated with mergers and acquisitions, system implementations, new facilities, reorganizations and process improvement in the private, non-profit and public sector. Margaret earned a Master’s in Human & Organization Studies from The George Washington University.

**Marty Lassen** is a business development and sales professional with a successful background in IT sales, technical staffing and consulting. Her insights into corporate dynamics, and the challenges that leaders face, provide objective and valuable solutions to her clients. More recently, Marty was a founder of the nationally recognized Women’s Success Forum - a leadership development conference designed for corporate women. In this position, she presented the most current business ideas to top-level executives in an interactive and compelling way.

**Megan Klingensmith** is an HR Generalist with an emphasis in Organization Development at Russ Reid, the world’s largest agency devoted to serving nonprofit organizations through marketing and fundraising solutions. Megan’s first OD practitioner experience was helping her organization assess and increase its millennial engagement. As a millennial herself, she’s passionate about the opportunities for innovation that arise from millennial ideals in partnership with the deep experience of earlier generations.
Melinda Morrow, RODC, MOD, MBA, is a Senior OD professional with 25 years of experience. Currently, as the Leadership Development Director at Lastar, Inc., she works with senior executives as an executive coach providing content, behavioral, and process coaching to increase executive effectiveness. While in this role, Morrow has helped leaders grow the business 380 percent, and drive employee productivity up 13 percent. She has moved the dial on transformation of good leaders to great leaders using Zenger Folkman’s 360 assessment process “increasing effectiveness by 25 percent.

Prashant Kumar, MBA, oversees all aspects of the firm, works to grow the business and maintains strong, positive relationships with clients as president and CEO of MLC. He has given the firm a progressive perspective of corporate performance management (CPM) and led the development of key contributions to MLC’s intellectual property since joining MLC in 2007. Kumar remains steadfast in MLC’s mission to make an impact within clients’ businesses by ensuring programs are complete and functional from strategy to operational implementation.

Ray Luechtefeld, PhD, received his Ph.D. from Boston College in Organization Studies with a focus on organizational transformation. He holds an MBA from the University of MN and a B.S.E.E. from the University of Missouri - Rolla. His career includes nine years with IBM developing communications hardware. Currently he is an Associate Professor in the Organizational Leadership EdD program at the University of La Verne. He has been granted several patents, and received a National Science Foundation CAREER award for the development and evaluation of portable, computationally intelligent team training.

Ross Gruebel, MSM, MSOD, has over ten years of organizational leadership and consulting experience. He coaches organization executives on leadership development and meeting facilitation, and he leads a team for an I.T. consulting firm in the U.S. federal sector. In addition, Ross is on the board of directors for two non-profit organizations: Membership Chair for the AU/NTL Association and Director of the Annual Conference for the Chesapeake Bay Organization Development Network.

Susan Duff, MSPOD, is the Director of Organization Development at Mercy, headquartered in St. Louis, MO. Her current role includes leading cultural integration interventions as a result of acquisitions in the health care field; co-leading Mercy’s Talent Enrichment Program, a strength-based development program for high potential leaders, and a variety of other organization development projects. Susan earned her Master’s in Positive Organization Development and Change from Case Western Reserve University. She earned her Bachelor of Social Work from the University of Missouri-Columbia.
**Susan M Gallant**, EdD, ACC, is an authority on transformational change and human behavior with a focus on self-awareness, empowerment, and healing. As a coach, trainer, and consultant, she supports leaders to create organizations that flourish in complex and diverse environments. Susan graduated from Boston University, Plymouth State College, Univ. of Maine, Whittemore School of Business and Economics; and studied at Barbara Brennan School of Healing and Coaches Training Institute (CTI.) Susan is a member of NTL Institute, and credentialed with International Coaching Federation (ICF).

**Toni Knott**, PhD, has been an organization development consultant for over 19 years with an extensive background in change management, working in both for profit & non-profit organizations in local & state governments, healthcare organizations & educational institutions. She has consulted to a variety of clients nationally & internationally in governmental relations, & community development. Her broad-based career has included management & leadership positions in healthcare, governmental agencies, & academia. She is currently an Associate Professor at Alliant International University.